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Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike. You can sign up for
e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the
MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's
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more pictures. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the
respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web
uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle
catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating
Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a
friend List related bikes. This little sister to the Supermoto is damned sporty drifting into the
corners. The smaller tank, the lean seat and the very sharp Keihin flat slide carburettor ensures
a real race feeling. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :.
Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the
nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers.
Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List
related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums
for every bike. You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you
have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this
bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs.
And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can
compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this KTM bike. You can also compare
bikes. The KTM SMC's four-piston Brembo brakes are superb, the fully-adjustable WP
suspension way more than adequate and the simple chassis and wide bars conspire to murder
every corner wide or acute. Not with that seat and those vibes, uh-uh. KTM have been providing
excellent off-roaders for years now. And the Austrian giant enjoys a well-regarded reputation for
build quality. Regular oil and filter changes are part and parcel of the SMC experience. Big
single-cylinder power pulses knacker chains, so keep an eye on yours. KTMs are dear to buy
new; the problem is â€” the arse has completely fallen out of the supermoto market and used
bikes are a dime a dozen. Maybe less. Along with the top quality WP suspension and Brembo
brakes, with the KTM SMC you get high build quality, cheap-to-replace plastics with a quality
look, a digital dash and, good grief, an ignition key. Not all supermotos are so well appointed.
No pillion pegs, though. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the
bike below. Great SM for the road. Most conversions will not have everything provided in a
factory SM, if it does it was way expensive. The bike comes with high quality components,
brembo brakes, WP susp You can add an exhaust for a bit more power and gear it a bit power
wheelies. I needed to de-restrict the carb. Not an all-arounder Oil change not as strait forward as
most. Vibrates as it should since there is no counter balancer. This configuration provides
quicker acceleration than the same bike with a counter balancer. Not much gas keeps the
weight down making it easier to pull the wheel. Can be used for commutes of 25 miles or so
comfortably. I like the seat, I ride a rode bicycle and am comfortable on that seat for 80 miles so
the SMC is plush in comparison. If you use the dealer KTM's to service your bike it be pricey.
You don't want anything weight you don't need on a supermoto, the lighter the better. I think the
was the lightest due to the single exhaust. The wait was worth it. The most useable fun on 2
wheels! Except maybe the smc Will accelerate to 80mph as quick as a sport, and will eat them
through the twisties, breaking later and turning in harder. It's a wheelie machine and with
aftermarket cans its a awesome hooligans toy. Extremely vibey, not a comfortable cruiser.
Brakes are outstanding, will sit on the front wheel no problem.. The suspension when set up is
fantastic, really good feel of what the wheels are doing. Running Michelle pilot power 3 tyres the

point you start lose grip is so progressive. The standard gearing and having a lighter fly wheel
than the makes for difficult town riding. The engine is a peach an does like to be revved to really
make it move. No big problems. As it's not a straight forward oil change, dealers are expensive
for services. In terms of luxuries nothing, not even a fuel gauge. The does have an electric start,
something the does without. Fully adjustable wp suspension, flat sided carb, Brembo brakes.
Buying experience: I bought privately in You can definitely pick up an for less, but owning a
later twin pipe is now a rare opportunity. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 16
images. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions None. Equipment 5 out of 5
You don't want anything weight you don't need on a supermoto, the lighter the better. Engine 4
out of 5 The standard gearing and having a lighter fly wheel than the makes for difficult town
riding. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 As it's not a straight forward oil change, dealers are expensive
for services. Equipment 3 out of 5 In terms of luxuries nothing, not even a fuel gauge. Tall
Summary of owners' reviews. Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by Lornce , Sep 20, Log in or
Join. Adventure Rider. Lornce , Sep 20, The GS is a nice touring bike, but I'm hankering for a
little more visceral moto-stimulation. Startinmg to get that gnawing itch I'm all too familiar with
Hair , Sep 20, No, But I was looking at one just the other day. The LC4 motor is a lot like the F It
likes RPM. More smooth than snappy. If you really want something that will rock your world. Try
the smc. Willis , Sep 20, I own one I will give a good write up when I get home from college class
today. SourKraut , Sep 20, Joined: Nov 20, Oddometer: 8, Location: Vermont. I'd be really
interested in hearing about this bike as well. I haven't dared to set foot in the dealer as I know
what I'm capable of doing. Jolly , Sep 20, I owned a and all I can say is that I miss it very very
much Check out For some reason the site is not working right now which is a surprise since I
have never seen this in the 2 years I have been a member. If you have any specific questions
please let me know. I just sold the bike below to buy a I disagree with Hair's comments. It
vibrates like a paint shaker. It had the absolute quickest think telepathic throttle response of any
bike I've ever ridden. Also, while the LC4 is perfectly happy revving out to it's 8, rpm limit, it
makes the best power down low and early in the mid range. If you snapped the throttle full open
at 2mph on my bike, it would instantly throw you on your back. What great fun! The was nice,
but it was definitely slower and required more revs than the to get going. Not to mention the
maintenance the RFS's require. All-in-all, it was the best and most fun bike I've ever owned,
even beating out my current Adventure. But, in the long run, the is better for what I want to do long rides, touring, camping, and commuting on the highway. But around town, you just can't
beat the SMC. Oh, and I had 15, miles on mine in less than two years, and she was just coming
to her prime. They are fantastic bikes and will last forever if you take care of them. Here's a pic
of my baby. I really miss it. ADV Sponsors. So what did I miss here. The has about the same hp
as the And over lbs lighter. So the LC4 is faster? The SMR is much more of a race bike. Cheers
Clint. Castleman , Sep 20, As I've stated many a time here, I am a believer in the LC4 platform.
VERY reliable, strong power, high end components, easy to maintain The only common bike
that's close or better in some aspects, is the Berg and Husky models. GunshipDriver , Sep 20, I
have one! Fun ride Small tank though Jolly , Sep 21, The is a completely diff. The torque of the
big is amazing and arm wrenching. It is like comparing an inline 4 to a twin. Lornce , Sep 21,
Thanks for the feedback, lads. This is the sort of stuff I needed to know. Keep it coming as
you're able, the pictures are great. Loved that bike but stuck in the burbs it was tough to ride
with enough regularity. I noticed the and maybe the too? Is that where some of the added
wieght is? Is there a or sm built with the simpler chassis or do all the LC4 based rigs use the
linkage rear suspension? Sorry for what may seem goofy questions, but I'm pretty green to
KTM's recent offerings and would rather yak with riders who know their business than surf
websites And I'm still waiting for the writeup from that college kid in GA, or was that some
sarcastic humour that I missed? They differ only in fuel tanks, carbs, sub frames, and other
minor details. As someone else mentioned, they are all cc, despite the confusing names. They
all have the linked suspension. Some criticize it, but I never had a problem with it. In fact, I can't
criticize the overall bike, except to say the fuel range is dismal and it's not good for mile rides
which I did anyway! The frame is extremely thick and heavy. The bike comes from Dakar roots,
it has to be tough. The engine is very stout and what modern four stroke fans call an old design,
but it will last forever and is a very entertaining mill. It's only downfall is vibrations. In my
experience, I find you either can or you cannot live with the vibes. They never once bothered
me. On the other hand, I've heard of people buying and selling a new within a week because
they cannot stand the vibes. Be sure to ride one before buying. There are some subtle changes
uncovered by La Familia, mostly to do with the Supermoto. Creeper found that the SM has a
different offset on the triple clamp and a different swingarm for wider rims I believe. The only
other significant difference is the SXC does not use the frame for oil storage, also ala creeper handy guy that creep! You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I

wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Is there a big difference between a and a big
bore four-stroke, and can a modern cc two-stroke keep up? We rode all day through floods,
earthquakes and lousy food to find the good, the bad and the ugly. We were having a beer in the
cubbyhouse one Sunday arvo when Rob mentioned he was due for a new bike but didn't know
what the next one would be. Rob's current mount is a KTM but he was open to the idea that a
new big bore four-stroke, or even a cc two-stroke, might be a good move. Dr Dan chimed in with
his opinions - he's prowling the dealerships himself - and before we knew it we had an idea for
another comparo. The way we figure it, a lot of blokes looking for a new bike are probably in the
same predicament. New models seem to be coming out all the time, and they're all brilliant, but
which way do you jump? And what about the two-stroke thing? Two-strokes are coming back
into fashion, because they're cheaper to buy and the average rider can work on them, so maybe
we should chuck a ring-a-ding into the mix just for good measure. That's pretty much how this
comparo came together. It's not really a shootout. We're not trying to find out which bike is best
but what the various characteristics of these bikes are, and how they might appeal to different
riders. And by the way, that we used KTMs for this story is insignificant. We have terrific
relations with KTM, and they were good enough to supply all the bikes we needed, so we took
advantage of test bike manager Dave Woodward's good nature and hauled away the models we
needed. Our thanks go to KTM for their help in putting this feature together. The SXC is
physically the biggest of the three. It's taller, wider and heavier and shorter riders have to
contend with this. The power is broad and strong, and we mean strong! It revs harder than the
old but not as hard as the or the This bike is the king of torque, but in true four-stroke style it's
easy power to control, and if you want the to be a brute it's just a matter of dialling in more
throttle. The sheer size of the means you have to be physical when you tip it into the turns,
something our smallest rider struggled with, while the two bigger riders found it easy. The
ergos are not MX; there's a steep climb to the front of the bike and you can't stay there without
pushing up from the pegs. No-one is going to say they're cramped on this big bore, but if you're
under cm 6 ft tall you'll struggle to reach the ground. Suspension was on the soft side but it was
the only bike that the heavier riders didn't say needed a heavier spring. It did wallow a bit in the
rough stuff, and off erosion drains, but it handled predictably. We reckon the standard gearing
was ludicrously tall. We pulled kph at three quarter throttle in fifth so who knows what it would
max out? The gearing is just not suitable for the style of riding we do, which is what we
consider average weekend stuff. That said, Peter Martin threw this thing around like a toy, so if
you're built right, and you ride like Pete, you'll be okay. The brakes are good, and they have to
be on a bike that weighs this much, although the rear lacked feel. You have to brake early on
these big bikes. The rear brake had a folding lever that would fold - and stay folded. It's easy
enough to fix with a bit of filing but it's annoying, and potentially painful when you go for the
rear brake and can't find it. The biggest drawback with this big bore thumper is the size of the
fuel tank, a piddling nine Litres , so coupled with the big engine it doesn't give you much range.
We hit reserve at the 75km mark, and believe us when we tell you, you don't want to push s big
bike like this. All riders agreed this would be the best tourer of the three but not the best trail
bike. A big guy can throw the through tight stuff and then really enjoy the more open stuff, but
for most of us, the or two-stroke is a much better trail bike. There's no one attribute of this you'd
single out. As an overall package it's an outstanding motorcycle. Power is broad and smooth,
starting with a healthy bottom-end that develops into a strong midrange and finishes off in a
good useable top-end. This ability to develop usable power everywhere in the rev range is
typical of the bet s and enables you to get maximum 'thrust' in all situations. This is not a killer
engine but it's a good strong engine in a user-friendly format that allows you to hold maximum
corner speed and get on the gas early. Suspension was on the soft side so we adjusted the
clickers to stiffen it up. The two bigger testers are in the kg-plus range and found the standard
shock spring too soft. We wound up the spring preload to compensate, sort of, but this is an
issue bigger riders have to contend with on most stock s, because every manufacturer reckons
every rider weighs 80kg. The ergos are very different to the 's, as you'd expect. The is slim and
sitting up front comes naturally. The layout is good, everything is right where it should be, and
no-one complained about being cramped, not even cm tall Rob. The feels light and is easy to tip
into turns. And it's easy to live with. As Rob Moss said "It's a bike that's hard to fault" - although
one of our testers thought the seat too hard. Picky bastards aren't we. Right off the bat, the
advantage the has over the four-strokes is that it weighs in at nearly 11kg lighter so it's even
easier to tip into corners than a Switchbacks are a real hoot on the ; the word 'effortless' comes
to mind. The light weight does have an effect that some people consider a drawback though: it's
more easily deflected over rough terrain than a heavier bike. This isn't to say the is unsteady,
far from it, but this 'twitchiness' is noticeable when you ride the and then the The two-stroke is
more a young man's bike and a lot more physical to ride than your average thumper. If you want

one of these, get fit first. The other noticeable advantage the lighter bike has is in braking. With
less mass, it pulls up quicker. It was amazing how much later you could leave the braking on
the two-stroke. If you like scaring your mates by diving passed them under brakes, this is the
bike for you. But what about the two-stroke zap? It's still there. This two-stroke engine is
amazingly flexible, it's strong off the bottom, has a good mid-range, but it's the top-end that
really sizzles. In a direct comparison with the , the is not as strong off the bottom but much
better up top, as you'd expect, in fact this thing is hell-fast with terrific straight line speed. We
had several drag races with a much heavier rider on the and it still blitzed the The other point to
consider in this discussion is that the is the only bike of the three not to have electric start. For
a big-bore two stroke it's very easy to start, but nothing is easy to start when your perched
halfway up the widow-maker, trying to stop the bike sliding back down the hill. A small point
perhaps, but one that's an important issue for some. Overall, the consensus was that the
two-stroke was a very good trail bike, but one that would require a more experienced and fitter
rider to get the most out it. The LC4 feels faster than my , I think it revs a bit harder and it
certainly tips into turns a lot easier. If I was buying a bike purely for trail riding, though, I reckon
I'd go for a It feels light and manoeuvrable, it's fast enough and it's just such a nice size to ride.
For my money the is a better all-round bike for trail and adventure riding, to the Cape and that
sort of thing, but for trail riding I'd take the I felt quite comfortable on the big bore but it's more
physical to throw around when you're in tight stuff, even if you're a good rider. I liked riding the
two-stroke but it's definitely not a bike for a novice. It's light, turns sharp and isn't a bad wheelie
machine either, but you could get into awful trouble on that bike if you didn't know what you
were doing. Basically, I reckon the is the pick of the bunch, but not if you're doing real long
distance stuff. I weigh in at 80kg and I felt like the big bore was taking me for the ride. It was just
too big for me to muscle through the corners and con
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sequently I was slow. But I had a ball on the two-stroke. It was light, nimble and could pull up
on a five cent piece. Easy to tip into turns, it was king of the tight stuff, and surprisingly smooth,
and it still had that legendary two-stroke zap. However, as an overall package for trail-riding I'd
take the It's just a smidgeon behind the in terms of agility, and the engine is silky smooth but
still with enough oomph to get the heart racing. What swings my vote, though, is electric start.
It's a small difference so it shows how close I think these two are. Source BikePoint. Home
Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Four stroke, single cylinder. SOHC, 4 valves. Bore x Stroke.
Compression Ratio. Co oling System. Liquid cooled. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front
Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. WP monoshoc k. Rear Wheel Travel. Front
Brakes. Single mm disc, 2 piston caliper. Rear Brakes. Single mm disc 1 piston caliper. Front
Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity.

